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ONBOARD INTERIORS

WINE CELLAR / HAMPSHIRE II

SIDEWAYS | SUPERYACHT INTERIORS

The last decade has seen a change in the interior design of superyachts. Departing from

generic designs that were hard to tell apart, owners are increasingly looking for some-

thing that is one-off, lending their most prized possession the individuality that it deserves.

BY MIRIAM CAIN



SIDEWAYS | SUPERYACHT INTERIORS

Thanks to breakthrough technologies andmaterials, the ownerswho commission

them, and the designers who conjure them, superyacht interiors offer the last

word in luxury. As with the latest fashion in the décor of private residences, yacht

interiors today showcase some of the most cutting-edge designs. From clever

use of space and multifunctional furnishings, to attention to detail at every turn,

designers are finding new ways to create some of the most spectacular settings

to be found on the high seas.

USE OF SPACE
A functional yet aesthetically pleasing design is the ultimate combination for a

successfully designed interior, but both are subject to an individual’s tastes and

requirements, and whatmight be an operational space for one ownermay be lost

space for another, and what might be aesthetically pleasing to some will not be

to others. That said, there are trends that have become universal, one of which is

an owner’s requirement to maximize the use of space on board, be it a 148-foot

sailing yacht or a 213-foot motor yacht.

Peder Eidsgaard, founder and creative director atEidsgaardDesign, has found

that owners in general now want multiuse spaces, views from every room, and

interiors that connect seamlessly with the al fresco decks. “They want to bring

the outside in and experience the sea and the climate rather than observe it from

behind closed doors and air-conditioning. Current design trends include floor-to-

ceiling windows and huge glass doors that can be opened to create a fluid indoor-

outdoor space, as well as balconies and terraces onto cabins that allow fresh air

to come in,” says Eidsgaard.

Historically yacht interiors were separated by internal bulkheads, or walls, in

order to create numerous smaller areas for privacy. Now those partitions tend to

be removed, allowing for one flowing space and letting more natural light flood

the interior social spaces. Technology, and indeed the sheer size of yachts, has

enabled this to be possible. For example, glass doors can now be made to curve

180 degrees to enclose al fresco dining spaces, which can then be cooled or heat-

ed as the climate demands.

Flexibility is now also of more importance in the design layout on board the

most successful charter and family yachts. Attracting varied groups from families

and couples to larger parties means that the owner is maximizing the yacht’s

potential for both charter and his own use, and also for its future sale potential as

the market is widened. Eidsgaard explains how multifunctional use of space and

furnishings can be achieved in different areas of the yacht. “The dining saloon, for

example, can be sealed off from the main saloon for privacy when required; din-

ing tables can be used as gaming tables; and gymnasiums can double as nanny/

security cabins.”Whilemany yachts are designedwith the charter guests inmind,

several owners still want their yacht to reflect their personality. A vital element in

interior design is exclusivity; itmust relate to the client on their terms and accord-

ing to their taste andway of living, but hopefully without alienating any guests and

still being comfortable to live in. For example, the contemporary interior on the

184-foot Panthalassa, designed by Foster & Partners, is minimalist throughout

with an artistic edge. Fabrics, however, are soft and inviting to ensure that it is

comfortable. The Art Deco feel of the 197-foot Darlings Danama is right on trend

and allows for statement pieces such as the tactile, wave-effect shaved carpet in

themain saloon and softly lit bar. Rather than a place to simply hold cocktail par-

ties, the interior is cozy and stylish at the same time.

Another trend is to add exterior spaces where they would not normally have

been found. Fold-downbalconies, swimplatforms, and even beach clubs have be-

come increasingly popular since CRN and Studio Zuccon brought us the concept.

When the yacht is at anchor, the private balcony on themaster suite, for example,

can be lowered for breakfast, or the beach club can be used as an extra sunning

area and also provides easy access to the water toys stored in the adjacent ga-

rage. Megayachts with helipads also allow for a large space that can be used as

a dance floor or a large area for ball games (with a surrounding net to keep the

action on board).Wine cellars can be used as an intimate interior space or viewing

DINING ROOM / SHERAKHANMASTER CABIN / DARLINGS DANAMA

SUNDECK / DARLINGS DANAMA
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windows to the underwater marine life. Even the crow’s nest can be set up as a

viewing platform for guests, as seen on the 229-foot Sherakhan or the 258-foot

Hampshire II, as well as a launch pad for a zip line to the sea.

ALL IN THE DETAILS
Many owners are becomingmore inventive and a newmood of casual insouciance

has started to emerge. More adventurous and personal in their approach, they

are looking for finishes that reflect the nature of thematerials used. They want to

feel the open grain rather than covering it in high gloss varnish or lacquer. While

in the past, mahogany, oak, and burl were all popular materials, often combined

with busy wall fabrics, and bathrooms tended to be marble with gold taps, the

trend is turning towards amore contemporary and clean design where simplicity

is key. Marbles and woods are still popular but are now used in a more modern

and tactile form designed to relax rather than impress.

When it comes to a floating vessel the materials used are of upmost impor-

tance. Unlike in a residence on dry land, high fuel costs and stability issues on

yachts canmean that while a marble floor and oak paneling might look good, the

designer and builder need to play aroundwithmaterials to achieve the same look

via a lightweight alternative. This is especially true on sailing yachts and high-

performancemotor yachts, though less important on displacement yachts.

Advances in lighting technology have also introduced new opportunities for

designers. From LEDs woven into fabrics, to mood lighting, multicolored LEDs,

and backlit wood and stone features, there aremany new developments. Lighting

has become an integral part of the interior and exterior design. This can particu-

larly be seenwith feature lighting like chandeliers, some of which, given their size

and complexity, would not look out of place in an Italian palazzo. Yet advances in

technology for fixing and mounting these fabulous creations, combined with the

advances in yacht stability and control mean that, even in the undulating environ-

ment aboard a yacht, a crystal chandelier can still be used and appreciated.

TECHNOLOGY
The guest experience has been further enhancedwith the advent of touch-screen

technology. From iPad control units to purpose-built Crestron touch screens,

owners and their guests can now control their entire environment with the simple

touch of a button. Whether guests want to call a stewardess to order a drink,

watch a DVD in their cabin, close the curtains, or set the room temperature, the

touch screen allows for guest activities without any human interaction.

Technological advances in soundproofing have also come a long way. As one

might expect on a moving vessel, noise and vibration cannot be entirely elimi-

nated but the shipyards are constantly researching new methods to reduce their

impact on the guest. Darlings Danama, for example, has a noise-canceling sys-

tem in the master cabin that uses microphones to generate noise with opposing

frequency, thus neutralizing “active sound” in a limited space.

All of the above are not just fashionable trends that will go out of style, but posi-

tive design improvements that make for more spectacular superyacht designs

with each passing year. As innovative designs are realized and technical chal-

lenges overcome, design boundaries are pushed and will continue to be pushed

further as more owners give designers a free hand. Of course, there are always

pressures of budget and location, and these directly bear on what is ultimately

achievable in the interior design of the yacht. But this is where good designers

come into their own, delivering an interior that will stand the test of time.

MASTER CABIN / HAMPSHIRE IIDINING ROOM / PANTHALASSA
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DARLINGS DANAMA
Contact: Charter Broker Suzette McLaughlin at Camper & Nicholsons

International, (561) 655-2121; smclaughlin@camperandnicholsons.com;

www.camperandnicholsons.com

SHERAKHAN
Contact: Charter Broker Eleanor Bloodworth at Y.Co Yachts,

377-93-50-12-12; eleanor.b@ycoyacht.com; www.ycoyacht.com

PANTHALASSA
Contact: Charter Broker Eleanor Bloodworth at Y.Co Yachts,

377-93-50-12-12; eleanor.b@ycoyacht.com; www.ycoyacht.com

HAMPSHIRE II

The design and build of the 257-foot, six-inch (78-meter) Hampshire II

was negotiated and coordinated by Chris Cecil-Wright. For charter

opportunities contact Chris Cecil-Wright, 377-97-98-76-70;

claire@cecilwright.com; www.cecilwright.com
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THE CARIBBEAN
CHRIS CECIL-WRIGHT, CECIL-WRIGHT

For me, the allure of the Caribbean is as strong as ever. I

have sailed the length and breadth of these islands and I am

impressed at how the Caribbean has accommodated super-

yachts without changing the essence of the islands.

St. Barths is a favorite for its boho French spirit. The pilgrimage of large

yachts to Gustavia harbor for Christmas and New Year’s, and the ensuing par-

ties have become something of a phenomenon. Yacht owners jostle for the

prime spot; this really is the place to be seen. But on either side of the holidays

the island’s barefoot, laid-back vibe returns and for me, this is the time to go.

On St. Lucia, the twin Pitons rise dramatically from the sea like something

out of Jurassic Park. The summit of St. Lucia’s active volcano La Soufrière is

a three-hour trek from the beach. The awesome view from the peak, almost

4,049 feet, is well worth the hike. And the nearby island of Mustique is equally

captivating. This is a private island resort, which is open to visiting yachts-

men. I recommend anchoring off Macaroni Beach and heading ashore for a

cocktail at the Firefly followed by dinner at Basil’s Bar. Sundowners, reggae,

the odd turtle lolling past—for me, Mustique is the ultimate winter getaway.

Don’t miss I The new YCCS Marina Virgin Gorda attracts superyachts with its

superior facilities and a fantastic new clubhouse.

Contact I Charter Broker Chris Cecil-Wright, 33-607-93-50-75;

ccw@cecilwright.com; www.cecilwright.com

THE BAHAMAS
SOLENN DE BRAUX, NORTHROP & JOHNSON

The Bahamas’ archipelago of over 700 islands offers some

of the most scenic cruising grounds in the world. Nassau

and Freeport should merely be used as gateways to access

the best the Bahamas have to offer by yacht. Eleuthera, Har-

bour Island, the Exumas, Berry Islands, Cat Island, Rum Cay, the Abacos, and

countless other island groups make up the true Bahamian experience.

Don’t expect big resorts and nightclubs in the Out Islands. Instead you will

find deserted beaches, crystal-clear waters, and charming locals. The Aba-

cos is one of the island chains known to have some of the best fishing. Catch

and release black marlin or sailfish in the deep blue waters; bottom fish for

grouper and hogfish and enjoy fresh ceviche for dinner; or go lobstering with

merely a tickle stick and a net.

Whether you’re an avid diver or a snorkeling fanatic, the Bahamas are ideal

for all types of underwater activity. Snorkel the Exuma Cays Land and Sea

Park’s healthy reefs and shipwrecks or venture on an impressive 75-foot wall

dive just off Highbourne Cay. Harbour Island boasts the famous pink powder

sand while Treasure Cay Beach in the Abacos touts white sand that stretches

for miles. Horseshoe-shaped Saddle Cay Beach is only accessible by boat

and has no trace of the modern world. Visitors to Majors Cay Beach are of-

ten greeted by swimming pigs and giant iguanas, while those that explore the

Berry Islands by foot will discover its mystical blue holes.

Don’t miss I Be sure to indulge in the local fare—Conch salad and fritters,

grilled spiny lobster, hogfish ceviche, and blackened grouper, accompanied by

gin and coconut, a Bahama Mama, Goombay Smash, or the local beer, Kalik.

Contact I Charter Broker Solenn de Braux, 33-492-287-039;

solenn.debraux@northropandjohnson.com; www.northropandjohnson.com

ANTARCTICA
HUME JONES, Y.CO

For the ultimate winter cruising, guests should take a voyage

to the frozen seas of Antarctica on board the 229-foot Shera-

khan. One of the world’s most powerful private yachts, she

can cruise with up to 26 guests through the South Atlantic

in serious style. Sailing due south offers an experience like no other. As the

temperature dips the sea becomes spotted with white bergy bits and giant

tabular icebergs a mile wide. Guest lecturers can offer tips on photography

and ecology as minke whales draw close and albatross swoop overhead. At

these latitudes guests can expect 18 to 20 hours of daylight. In the words of

one crew member: “There is plenty of time for sleep when you get home.”

Don’t miss I The Antarctic coastline is frigid, but wildlife abounds. In these

frozen extremes humpback whales cruise alongside the yacht, while leop-

ard seals snarl from the shore. Sherakhan’s 24 crew members can offer

guided trips to colonies of elephant seals and king penguins by sea kayak

or tender.

Contact | Charter Broker Hume Jones, 44-207-584-1801;

hume.j@ycoyacht.com; www.ycoyacht.com

ARCTIC ICEBERG / ANTARCTICA

CHARTER BROKERS | FAVORITE DESTINATIONS

EXPERT ADVICE
Elite Traveler Superyachts asked three charter brokers about their

favorite cruising grounds for the forthcoming winter season.


